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ABSTRACT

. Some basic traffic flow theory is reviewed which 
includes ear«=>fallowing and relations between flow, speed and 
concentration. Some aspects of visual perception as it 
applies to driving are mentioned along with driver reaction 
time, A fairly comprehensive account is given of the class 
of studies on car-following which have been conducted to 
date. The objective is to estimate the time it would take 
a following driver in a car-following situation to detect a 
speed change in the lead car. An' account of an experiment, 
designed and conducted to estimate driver detection time is 
given. The instrumentation and complete experimental data 
are included. The statistical analysis is covered in 
detail, including analysis of variance and regression 
analysis. The drivers studied exhibited increasing detection 
time for decreasing' acceleration. Regression analysis 
indicated, that for the range of values included in the 
experiment, detection time was a linear function of 
acceleration. Recommendations for future study are included 
in the paper.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION

Over the years the automobile has become a necessity$ 
creating basic changes in the social and economic order„ 
Transportation^ alone, absorbs a substantial portion of the 
national income. In the United States motor vehicles are 
the principal means of transporting persons and goods 
(Oglesby and Hewes, 1963),. Directly and indirectly the 
industry uses a considerable portion of the nation9s man*= 
power and resources and has a profound influence on the 
gross national product, ■ '

Although the automobile has contributed immeasurable 
benefits to .society, all its effects have not been bene£i«= 
eial. Today, very few of us have not been,touched in some 
way by traffic accidents. As the automobile has become.more 
and more a common part of life, 'has- also created new 
problems in road and city design. Narrow streets and high
ways have become congested. Parking problems are apparent. 
The automobile is here to stay, and a new and fashionable 
interest, the traffic problem, has been created. As a 
result of the development of studies in this area, a new 
discipline called.Traffic Engineering has been added to the 
list of professions.



Altough traffic engineering developed, largely 
within the past three decades, it has a long if not recorded 
history9 Traffic signals were used for .the first time in 
London in 1881 (Davies, 1963)0 In 1908 Paris was the host 
city for the First International Road Congress. .Over 2,250 
persons from 27 countries attended (Blanchard and Drowne, 
1911)e The'first traffic engineers were appointed in the 
U.S. in the early 19208s (Davies, 1963). The Institute of 
Traffic Engineers was founded in 1931 (Constantine, 1963). 
,Up' to the present date most of the work in traffic engin®er=- 
|hg has-been done in road networks and traffic intersection 
problems.

In the last few- years the study of traffic flow has 
crossed the lines of many previously separate academic and 
practical disciplines. Many theories have been suggested . 
and- include car following, stability, queuing, network and 
distribution theories, and analogue and digital computer 
simulation (Constantine, 1963).

Highway traffic is enormously complex. It involves 
the interrelationships of human nature on one hand, and the 
physical sciences on the others. Montroll and Potts (1964) 
contend that traffic flow studies belong more to the 
behavioral sciences than to the physical sciences. Or more 
realistically, they belong to that branch of science which 
deals with'systems as a whole. Systems Engineering.
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Two groups at the University of Arizona are involved 

in large scale traffic re@®areh6 One of these$ the Arizona 
Transportation and Traffic Institute established in 1959$ is 
the official state agency for the study of traffic problems. 
The other is the Systems Engineering"Department of which the 
author is.a member. There is complete cooperation between 
these two groups.

Two masters theses on"traffic research have been 
completed in the. Systems Engineering Department, One ©f 
these was concerned with air pollution and the other was a 
methodology for determining the' time lag to detect speed 
changes in ear following, situations. One doctoral candidate 
is working on the derivation$ stability and overall system 
effects of non-linear car-following models. Four other 
Systems Engineering graduate students, of which the author 
is one, are working on extending the work previously 
mentioned or @±e investigating closely related areas.

In addition to student interest, four departmental 
professors and one assistant professor are involved in the 
present work. One faculty.member is well versed in traffic 
flow, one in human factors applications and another in com
puter simulation techniquess The remaining two are inter
ested in general systems theory approaches and applications 
of stochastic processes, .Data collected by the Port of New 
York authority and ’’unelassified8i information from the



General Motors Research Laboratories and the British Road 
Research Group are available to the department for research,, 

This thesis is concerned- with ear following in 
general and, specifically, with the time required to detect 
accelerations in ear";'following situations, Torf (1966) 
ordered, constructed and tested .the instrumentation pur
chased by the Systems Engineering Department for traffic 
research. He further proposed a methodology for the detec
tion of velocity changes for follow-the-leader situations. 
This thesis used a modified version of Torf8s technique 
under different test conditions,.

The object of the'study was to determine the time 
required for a driver to detect an acceleration produced by 
a vehicle directly in front of'his, and to use the results 
of the experiment for the following purposes'!:

1, To determine if different accelerations produced 
varying detection times,

2, T© determine relationships between accelerations and 
detection times,

3, To gather data to be used by another investigator 
for traffic flow stability studies.
The following three chapters of this study consist 

of background material. Chapters 11 and IV investigate 
traffic flow theory and experimentation, while Chapter III 
discusses visual considerations of driving. The author8s



experiment is described in Chapter V and statistically ana™ 
lyzed in Chapter ¥10 Conclusions and recommendations are 
covered in Chapters ¥11 and VIII, respectively.



CHAPTER II
BASIC TRAFFIC FLOW THEORY - A SURVEY

The theory of traffic flow is mainly concerned with 
the movement of vehicles over a two dimensional network 
(Haightg, 1963) 6 Two factors are important in the theory, 
the motion of the isolated Vehicle, and the interference of 
vehicles with each othera Traffic theorists take two basic 
approaches to traffic flow. Some attempt to describe traffic 
;flow on the basis of the individual driver-car unit (Herman 
and GardeIs, 1963) „ Others study the vehicular stream as a 
whole. Herman and Potts (1961) refer to these theories • 
respectively as microscopic and macroscopic approaches to 
traffic flow. However8 many investigators utilise both 
approaches by studying the driver car system and extending 
their findings to either the entire stream or pof'tiohs of 
it. Daou (1964) studied ear-following situations to derive 
a headway-spieed relationship within platoons. Gar following 
studies prompted Greenberg and others of the Port of New 
York Authority to suggest gaps be introduced into the 
traffic stream.to improve flow through tunnels (Foote, 1964).

Gar Following
Gat-following, or follow-the-leader theory, is a 

microscopic approach. It attempts to describe the behavior 
of- a single lane of traffic in terms of how each vehicle

' .6



follows the preceding one in the traffic stream„ The theory 
applies mainly to fairly dens® traffic situations where 
passing is relatively difficult, if not prohibited« When a 
driver is on the highway in the absence of traffic, he 
usually tries to drive at a constant speed. However, this 
is difficult to maintain, which results in a variation of 
his desired speed (Montroll and Potts, 1964), If he comes 
upon a platoon of ears which he cannot pass, the driver is 
forced to drive slower than his desired speed. Then.he 
begins to interact with the vehicles ahead. According to 
Herman and GardeIs (1963) the main idea in follow”the-leader 
theory is that the driver of the following vehicle attempts 
to follow his predecessor in a stable manner. According to 
this theory, the motion ©f the first vehiclejin a line' 
determines exactly'the behavior of all following ears. This 
means, that car following equations' are deterministic 
(Haight, 1963), At first, discounting human variation, this 
might seem to be unture, in the ease of two ears, if the 
following vehicle is quit© some distance behind.its prede^ 
cesser, it is' not influenced by it. For instance, on the 
flat Arizona deWrt highway, the lead vehicle, even though 
visible, may appear only.as a dot many miles ahead. In this: 

' ease the following driver would not attempt to accelerate or 
decelerate when the lead ear did, even if he could discrimi
nate the change, Herman and Gardels (1963) claim that 
whenever a driver , is fairly close to the vehicle ahead he
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beings to interact with it, .In the Holland Tunnel vehicles 
begin to interact within about'250 feet. The author concurs 
with Herman and Garde Is and., assumes that ear "■following 
theory is applicable when the following ear is not more 
than about 200 feet behind its predecessor.

Modeling traffic flow this way may also seem unreal
istic because of the no passing constraint. However, if one 
calls on experience he will remember there are many situa
tions where the theory applies, . Some of these are in tunnels, 
-portions of highways where passing. Is prohibited, and in 
dense traffic such as is experienced on arteries connecting 
Mew Jersey to Manhattan,

In ear-following theory the motion of the nth and 
(m^l)th ears in a line;is described by a differential- 
difference equation. _ This equation is determined mainly by 
an educated guess (Haight, 1963), This type of model was 
first .suggested by Reusehel and Pipes (Herman and Potts,
1961)-, The differentia Indifference equation expresses the 
idea that each driver, after a time lag, responds to a 
stimulus according to the relationship (Herman and Potts, 
1961): response = sensitivity X stimulus.
The stimulus might be related to the relative positions and. 
speeds of the ears and possibly other parameters. The 
response has been assumed to be the acceleration or deeeler- - 
ation of the trailing, vehicle (Gazis, Herman and Rothery, 
1961), In essence, the driver of the following ear attempts



to keep at a minimum the difference in speed between the two 
vehicles. Therefore, car-following theory can be based on 
the assumption that each vehicle follows the one ahead 
according to some stimulus response law. The resultant car- 
following equation is an oversimplified description of a 
complex response to a given stimulus. The stimulus response 
relationship is the total of the dynamic properties of the 
vehicles and of the physical and psychological character
istics of the drivers (Herman and Potts, 1961). A well 
accepted simulus response equation to describe the acceler
ation of the (n+l)th vehcile, at time (t+T), following the 
nth, at time t is

(2.2) Xi+l(t*T) = X

where X^(t) is the position of the nth vehicle, X^(t) is its 
velocity and X^(t) is its acceleration, all at time t. T is 
the time lag of the response to the stimulus and X is the 
sensitivity. T has 3 components, t^, t^, and t̂ . The time 
it takes for the driver to detect a speed change is 
indicated by t^, reaction time is represented by t2 $ and 
vehicle response time by t^. The author is concerned with
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Various investigators have taken sensitivity as

(2.3) constant X = A
(2.4) step function X = A for S<Sc; B for S>Sc
(2.5) reciprocal spacing X = C/S
(2.6) X = DX^j/S
where S is the spacing between vehicles, Sc is some critical 
spacing and A, B, C and D are constants. Gazis, Herman and 
Rothery (1961) give a general expression for sensitivity of 
which (2.5) and (2.6) are special cases. It is

(2.7) X =
(X (t)-X (t))pn n+1

where A_>0 and m>p-l.mp —^
Chandler, Herman and Montroll (1958) performed car- 

following experiments with X constant. Their results 
demonstrated that the law was a good approximation. The 
equation could be made more desirable if it took spacing 
into consideration. This was accomplished by use of the 
step function where different constants of proportionality 
were used when the vehicles were at different distances. 
Gazis, Herman and Potts (1959) plotted X versus reciprocal 
average spacing, S~^, for data collected by Chandler et al.
(1958). A least-squares fit showed a trend which would 
favor reciprocal spacing rather than a constant or step 
function for X.
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Michaels and Solomon (1962) claim that intervehicle 

spacing is one of the more important factors affecting the 
stability of car following patterns. Haight (1963) states 
that sensitivity should be inversely proportional to inter
vehicle spacing because the driver of a following car will 
be more alert with smaller headway. Gazis, Herman and Potts
(1959), among others, have discussed the inverse spacing 
case where driver sensitivity may be expressed as

(2,8) X = " •n n+1
The resulting car-following equation is shown as

«•»> w ' * «  ■
The advantage of a simple model, such as this, is that 
mathematical analysis is easy and it can be tested by 
experiment.

Flow. Speed and Concentration
According to Greenshields (1960) the three basic 

factors of traffic are flow, speed, and concentration. Flow 
is measured by the number of vehicles which move over a
portion of road per unit time. If a stream of traffic
passes a point and all the vehicles are traveling at the 
same speed, the flow at that point is given by
(2.10) q = kV
where k is the number of vehicles per unit length of road, 
or concentration, and V is the speed of the stream. If the
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vehicles in the stream are traveling at different speeds, 
equation (2,10) is valid if the common speed, V, is replaced 
by the average or space-mean speed, V ,

(2.11) V = LN8 N

where L is the length of the road section under consider
ation, t^ is the time it takes the ith vehicle to travel 
the section, and N is the number of vehicles (White, 1963).

If there are no vehicles on a road there can be no 
flow. Furthermore, there is no speed. As the number of 
vehicles increases so does the flow, or volume. Theoreti
cally q and V can increase without bound. Undoubtedly, one 
can recall situations where there were many vehicles on a 
road and there was no flow at all. In other words, there 
was a traffic jam. This means k has a theoretical maximum 
value, kj.

Since we know from observation that flow increases 
up to a point with increasing vehicles on the road and then 
decreases until there is no flow, it is plausible to 
suggest that flow is a function of concentration other than 
the simple case described by equation (2.10). The correct 
form of (2.10) is
(2.12) q(k) = kV(k).
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If this functional relationship between flow and concentra
tion is continuous between k==0 and and if the function 
possesses derivatives between k=0 and kj then, according to 
Rolle's Theorem, there is at least one value of k between 
k=0 and kj where the first derivative of the function is 
zero. Then we would have a maximum flow somewhere between 
k=0 and kj (negative flow has no meaning).

In a 1933 study, Greenshields (1960) demonstrated 
that there was practically a straight line relationship 
between concentration and average speed. Let
(2.13) V = a-bk 0<a,b
where b is a parameter which depends on the roadway. When 
the concentration is zero, speed will be maximum and a is 
equal to the maximum speed, V . At very low concentration 
Greenshield1s curve had a hook in it near zero concentration.
This means drivers tend to drive at their maximum desired
speed or free speed when very few cars are on the road.

When the concentration is kj, we have

(2.14) k = jm
J b.

If we multiply equation (2.13) by k we obtain
(2.15) q = (Vm-bk)k.
Differentiating this we get

(2.16) dg = Vm-2bk.



Flow will be maximum when (2.16) is equal to zero. This 
results in the optimum concentration

Taking the second derivative of (2.15) we find that, as 
expected, we have a maximum.

From (2.13) and a = Vm we have

By reasoning similar to that used in obtaining a relation
ship for optimum concentration, we see that the optimum 
speed is

This proof that maximum flow occurs at the mean speed is 
similar to that given by Greenshields (1960). The mean 
speed at maximum flow, or characteristic speed, reflects 
the total traffic situation (Herman and Gardels, 1963).

Theoretically, maximum flow should result when all 
vehicles in the stream are bumper to bumper and traveling at 
the highest allowable speed. This is not possible because 
of driver interactions. Maximum, or steady state, flow is

(2.17)

(2.18) V = V+bk. m
Substituting this in (2.16) we obtain

(2.19)

(2.20) V = bk o io

(2.21) or



the product of the concentration and the average speed of 
the traffic and is called the capacity of the road.

(2.22) 9m = koVo = = ^2 = ^ 0  = ^  = V o

Greenshield1s (1960) equation

(2.23) q = V^k-bk2

is a parabola which has extreme values when k=0 and k=kj= 
Vm/b and is maximum when k=kQ=k^/2. The general shape of
the curve is shown in Figure 2.1. Greenshield*s equation 
can be put in the form

(2.24) q = kVm(l-k )

Greenberg (1959) analyzed traffic as a continuous 
fluid to determine an equation for flow. His equation is

where c is a constant that depends on the particular road
way. This model was an excellent fit for data collected in 
the Lincoln Tunnel and the Merrit Parkway. Gazis, Herman, 
and Potts (1959) considered the equations of motion of a 
line of identical cars where each car followed the car ahead. 
They assumed that the acceleration of a following car was 
proportional to the relative velocities of the two cars 
divided by the spacing between them. Their car-following

(2.25) q = ckLn(ili)



slope = speed of shock wave

slope = space > 
mean speedV)0)

o*

Concentration, k (vehicles/mile)

Figure 2.1. Greenshields1 Flow-Concentration Curve.



immrs@~gpaeing approach gave them the same equation as was 
obtained by Greenberg8s fluid-dynamics approach. The model 
proved to be a good fit for data collected in the Lincoln 
Tunnel,

Edie (1961) disagreed' with the equation for flow ' 
derived by Greenberg (1959) and Gaais, Herman and Potts 
(1959.).* ' He elaimbd that the model was unrealistic at low 
.concentrations* Gar -following theory does not apply at 
low.concentrations. The spjSed given by Greenbergs Gazis$ 
Herman and Pott9s equation

should approach the mean-free speed of ¥ instead it
IB

increases without bdiuihd, . Edi® proposed that the sensitivity 
of-.the 'driver varies with his Absolute velocity. The faster" 
he goes the greater, is his sensitivity* He also felt' that 
sensitivity was inversely related'to spacing* This gave him 
the equation for flow

This, model f it. Herman9 s.- data for" the Lincoln Tunnel better 
than the model proposed by Gag is |$/Berman and Potts (1959).

Haight -(X963) referred;to the flow-concentration 
. curve as the Fundamental. Diagram of Road Traffic. He used 
statistical methods in'an attempt to.arrive at a-functional 
form for it* He discussed.ear-following and fluid analogy
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approaches similar to those mentioned previously. Using 
experimental data without theoretical considerations he 
obtained two forms of the fundamental diagram. One of these 
is based on the linear relationship between mean speed and 
concentration. Earlier it was shown that Greenshields (1960) 
found the equation for speed as a function of concentration
(2.28) . . ? ■ V »bk.m

When, V is zero 9 b is equal to Vm/k,, The equation can be

(2.29) V =

(2.30) ' or V . k
m kj

(2.31) Since ' q(k) = k?(k)9
'(2.32) this lead to q(k) = kym(l-|-.)

J
%Aich is the'same equation as was found earlier.

The fundamental diagram is,characteristic of a par
ticular population of drivers. Many things eobld-change its 
fpm* The slope of the diagram is equal to the Shock wave 
velocity caused by some perturbation in flow. The slop©, of 
the radius vector of the flow-concentration curve gives the 
velocity of the stream (Lighthill and Whitham,'1964). In 
addition$ the descending portion of the curve is unstable.



The functions for flow previously mentioned were 
continuouse. Edie (1961) stated that there may be discon
tinuities in the empirical flow-concerntration curves„
Haight (1963) pointed out, as we have already seen, that 
there is conflicting empirical evidence regarding the shape 
of the fundamental diagram. No matter which approach is 
taken, the resultant equations for flow are only empirical 
at this stage of traffic flow development. The treatment 
given to the theoretical and empirical techniques in this 
thesis is meant only to show that there are many ideas on 
traffic flow theory.



CHAPTER 111 
VISUAL CONSIDERATIONS

Before he can drive safely a person must leam an 
extremely complex task which makes use of both hands and 
feet and the senses of vision and hearinga Furthermore, 
this task must be learned so that it becomes almost auto™ 
matie» .He must also learn to make judgements of speeds and 
of changing distances relative to his own frameworke He 
must operate within short distances from other vehicles 
going in the same and opposite directions (The Field of 
Highway Safety Research, 1952)» These operations are highly 
dependent upon vision and, in most eases, it is the visual’ 
aspect of the road ahead that influences the driver to take . 
some action in a driving situation,

A Brief Discussion of the Visual Process
Vision is & complex process involving sensitivity to 

light rays, form, color, distance and depth,- The sensitive 
ities to. light, color and form' are called visual sensations, 
a sensation being an awareness of environmental conditions 
either within or outside the body, or of changes in these 
conditions. Distance and depth are dimensions perceived by 
the eyes acting as coordinated pairs.
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The .absorption' of light is' a prerequisite for th© 

initiation of a visual nervous impulse. The absorption earn' 
take place effectively only in the-rods and cones where the 
visual" pigment is contained. Under normal daytime conditions 
th©' entire retina$ which is composed of rods and cones, is 
functional*' However,, only the rods are functional at night 
or at low levels of illumination,. The central portion of '■i ■ 
the retina has a high eon© density. It is this portion of 
the eye that is primarily involved in'color vision. Visual 
acuity, which is the degree of detail the eye can distin
guish, is greatest at this central part of the retina which 
is called the fovea, ' •

Visual acuity is measured by the angle of visual are 
that an image occupies on the retina. The region of most 
©cute vision is subtended by an are whose angle is three 
.degrees. Distinct vision occurs when an image falls on the 
retina within this, are. Vision is still very sensitive 
.within an are of about six' degree's and is fair up to about 
twenty degrees.

Accomodation is the process which enables one'to s©@ 
clearly at different distances. It is an involuntary V 
reflexive act which is th© response of the eye to.a blurred 
image. Accommodation of young ©yes is fairly rapid, giving' 
the observer little indication that it has occurred. The 
farthest distance that an. object can be seen clearly is . 
called the point of far vision. Depending on th© individual,
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this point- varies from twenty feet t© infinity,, When the 
eye is at rest it is fomsed on objects that are more than 
twenty feet awayi '

The part of the outside world which is seen by on© 
eye is called the visual field. In man9 the two visual 
.fields ov©rlape As a result9 most objects within a field of 
vision are seen by both ©yes* This is called binocular 
vision," As light receivers9 the two ©yes act independently. 
But, their combined effect is required for depth perception. 
The - movements of the eyes are controlled by reflexes so that 
both eyes are -focused on the same object. Both eyes allow 
man to see the object at slightly different angles. The 
construction of the visual pathway to the brain then makes 
possible the fusion of these two images. Two images are 
.formed on the retinae, but only one image is seen by our 
brain (Whitty, 1965),

In the driv@r«=aut©m©bi!@«'traffic system man acts as 
a monitor. Information concerning position, velocity, 
'acceleration and objects in the path of the vehicle are 
mainly .presented in visual form. In addition to seeing a : 
particular element or scene, the road user must be able to 
perceive conditions at the sides of the road which are 
outside his region of clear vision.
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Sensafcl.ons received through the eyes are transmitted 

t® the. brain' by the nervous system* When they are' strong 
enough to b@ recognized, they, become perceptions,. There 
appears to fee ho clear cut definition of perception' in the 
literature. Ittelson (1960) states that it is the means by. 
which we .become aware of our external environment by means 
of our senses. Perception may be simple recognition or it 
'may result_in.the formation of new thoughts and ideas, which 
is called intellection,.
: : Visual perception depends basically on visual acuity.
It is aided when the object or.-, event is very familiar.
Usually this is the ease in a" driving situation. There 
are three main types of visual perception that influence 
driving^ perception' of size, distance, and motion. Perception 
of size and distance interact. For example^ perception of 
size depends mainly on the siz© of the retinal image; but 
the apparent distance of the object is also_involved.
However9 retinal image size:is a very strong cue for 
estimating' distance if the observer has some' idea of the 
size of an object. Motion parallax is also a valuable cue 
for distance estimation, ' ;

Perception of motion is highly dependent on visual 
acuity. As an object moves aways, its image decreases in 
proportion to its distance from the observer. With the 
d@serea.se in image size there is a corresponding decrease in 
visual angle, A continuous change in the visual angle is

mailto:d@serea.se
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pereelved as a continuous movement- in space (lttel@on$ I960), 
Before a'driver can detect a speed change of the ear ahead 
he must be able to detect changes in the visual angle,
Michaels and Solomon (1962) have said, "Because of human 
limitations9 small changes in visual angle and, hence, in 

• speed are not detectable. Consequently, in normal car™
-■ .following patterns a time lapse oemrs between the initia

tion of a speed change in the leading ear and its detection 
by the'driver of the following ear,88 Displacement threshold 
is low for high speeds and increases as speed decreases,

. Peripheral thresholds are higher than foveal thresholds 
/.(.Graham, 1963),

: Very little is know about perception time for even 
the simplest traffic situations. It is highly variable and 
depends on the physiological and .psychological character
istics of the driver in addition to the particular stimulus

*

(Matson9 Smith and Hurd, 1965), However, perception time', 
increases■as the complexity of the situation increases,

"Acuity, field of vision and distance judgment are 
affected by forward motion,H (Smeller, 1962), As speed 
-increases. concentration increases s the point of concentration- 

I'recedes s peripheral vision-diminishes $ foreground detail ' 
fades increasingly and space- perception becomes impaired.
The focal point recedes, from the eye about thirty-three feet 
for each ten mile per hour increase in .speed (Ritter9 1964), 
The normal field of vision is about 180 degrees. At forty
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miles per hour it is about eighty degrees and approximately 
forty degrees at sixty miles per hour (Smeller, 1962)«,

Studies relating visual factors with driving ability 
have resulted in contradictory and confusing conclusions. 
Visual performance has been rated under static conditions, 
whereas driving is a dynamic activity* Hulbert eh jal. (1958) 
■concluded that there is "little correlation between visual 
amity measured under static versus dynamic conditions,,99 
Several investigators besides Hulbert are now studying 
dynamic visual acuity.

After the visual perception of an object there is a 
time required for the response to the stimulus. Reaction 
time is involved in every aspect of. safe driving (Lauer,
1960)a Perception and reaction time are highly dependent 
upon the physical and motional state of the individual. In
many cases these times can be decreased by practice'.

According to Michaels and Solomon (1962) headway 
variations are determined primarily by a driver9s reactions 
to changes in speed of the vehicle directly ahead, and 
secondly, by the distance he is from the lead ear. When the 
lead ear changes speed the driver of the second ear, in 
order to maintain his spacing, reacts to the change in speed ; 
and not to the change in distance. The closer to the stimulus,, 
■the more sensitive the driver is to it.



As the epaeing between ears becomes smaller9 the 
probability of. a rear end collision increases, because the . 
reaction time of the following driver becomes critical* The 
stability of the situation depends ©n the length of time 
between the change in speed of the lead vehicle and its 
detection by the driver of 'the following ear, and on his 
ability'to change his'speed (Michaels and Solomong 1962),



CHAPTER XV 
- SOME EXPERIMENTS XM TRAFFIC. DYNAMICS

- The' name Greenshields appears frequently in traffic ' 
:'fX@w lit@ratur®e In 1933 he conducted studies by taking 
pictures of traffic at short'intervals to determine distance^ .
. velocity and acceleration of vehicles, He came tip with an • 
empirical equation for average minimum spacing as a function 
of brake reaction time and vehicle speed* in the same article 
he • discussed other early traf f ic studies which related speed 
to spacing and investigations concerning road capacity* - In 
addition he didou)@@@d the time to apply brakes after 
detecting a Signal9 the relation between reaction time and 
indivudual variability^. and the' effects of sex$ speed$ age, 
race, training and intelligence on reaction time (Greenshields9 
1933) j In 1§)34' Greenshields published a paper in the 
Proceedings of the Highway Research Board which related 
vehicular speed to concentration* Several more recent 
studies have partially verified his findings* Greenshields 
proposed that speed was linearly related to concentration.
Speed decrease® as ■•concentration of vehicles increases from 
2@r© to that concentration which stops traffic completely*
Flow rises to a maximum with increasing concentration and 
then returns to- zero following a parabolic path (Greenshields,



Port of New York Authority Experiment#
Edie and Foote (1958) used Greenshield's model to 

determine maximum flow for several sections of tunnel 
roadway in the New York City area. They converted average 
headway for each average speed to concentration. Regression 
lines were determined for speed and concentration. Flow was 
estimated by taking the product of corresponding values from 
the regression lines. Deviations between observed and pre
dicted values for flow resulted in their abandoning the 
calculation of flow that was based on the assumption that the 
linear speed-concentration relationship was valid. They 
then plotted flow directly versus concentration. They 
concluded that Greenshield's model was valid only at low 
concentrations.

General Motors Experiments
Chandler et a,!. (1958) proposed a car following 

model which related acceleration, relative velocity and spac
ing, At the outset it was of the form

(4.1) *Xn+1(t) = fL(Xn(t)-Xn+1(t))*f2(Xn(t)-Xn+1(t)).

To arrive at a functional form for the f's they conducted 
car-following experiments on the test track at the General 
Motors Technical Center, Warren, Michigan. They were 
interested in measuring the acceleration of the following 
car, and the relative speed and spacing of the two cars.
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To measure and.reeord-these paramaters they designed and 
eons t m e  ted what.: has beeome know as th© General Motors Gar* 
FeHewer$ a brief deseriptien'of which is given6 ■

Tw@ ears were eonheeted by means of piano wire,, One 
end of the wire'was secured to' the rear bumper of the lead 
ear and the other.end wai attached to a reel mounted on the - 
.front of the following, ear. Constant tension'was maintained 
on the wire by means ■ of a slipping friction clutch connected 
to th® reel*'' The distance between cars was determined by 
the'amount of wire free from the -reel and was measured by a 
potentiometer: attdehedl to' the reel, . A tachometer-gener&tor 
attached to. the reel was u'sed to determine the relative 
velocity of the two ears. The speed and acceleration of the 
following' car were measured by a taeh^meter-generator 
attached.to a bicycle fifth wheels The fifth wheel was 
attached to th® rear bumper of the following ear. Spacing$ 
relative speed, acceleration and speed of the following ear ■ 
were recorded on ah oscillograph recorder in the following 
car*

Eight- stale employees of the center8s research staff 
ranging in age,,from tw@nty»four. to thirty-eight years old 
served as subjects,. ' -The subjects who acted as drivers of 
the following car were instructed to $ "Follow the lead ear 
at what you consider to be a minimum safe distance at all 
times, " The' driver of the' lead' ear randomly varied his
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speed within the range of ten to eighty miles per hour.
Some rapid decelerations due to braking were included in the 
tests.

Initially the functions f^ and f^ were assumed to be 
linear. Multiple correlation coefficients were computed for 
each driver. The function for spacing fg did not contribute 
significantly to the correlation and was disregarded. The 
correlation coefficients, without consideration of f2 , 
varied from approximately 0.80 to 0.90. Because of the high 
correlation they did investigate non-linear forms of the f's.

The general form of their equation after the intro
duction of a time lag T was

(4.2) %^( t + T )  = X(Xn(t)-Xn>1(t)).

The parameter T was varied and plotted against the corre
lation coefficient. The value for T which yielded the 
maximum correlation coefficient for each driver was chosen 
along with the corresponding X. These values of X and T 
were then used for the equation for each driver.

Chandler, Herman and Montroll found that their model 
was fairly accurate and that the main stimulus for the 
following driver was relative speed rather than distance.
The average time lag was about 1.5 seconds and the average 
constant of proportionality, or sensitivity coefficient, was 
about 0.37 seconds"*.
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Herman and Potts (1961), using the General Motors 

Car-Follower, conducted car following experiments in the 
Lincoln, Holland and Queens Midtown tunnels in the New York 
City area. They used eleven drivers to test the reasonable
ness of the inverse spacing relationship

(4.3)

Sixteen runs were made through the Lincoln Tunnel, ten 
through the Holland, and four through the Queens Midtown 
Tunnel. The runs were conducted under normal traffic condi
tions which varied from very low to very high flows.

When analyzing their results they also considered 
the case where inverse spacing was not considered or
(4.4) = X()^(t)-Xn+1(t)).

The data was analyzed to estimate X and T and XQ and T for
each run. Correlation coefficients were calculated for each
run between X (t+T) and X(X (t)-X ,(t)) and betweenn+1 n n+1
X* , (t+T) and X (X (t)-X . (t)) for different values of T.n+1 o n n+l

The results showed that the maximum correlation 
coefficient was significantly greater for the inverse 
spacing relationship than for the function which did not 
consider spacing. The maximum correlation of 0.97 was 
obtained when T was 1.6 seconds. An estimate of XQ was 
determined for each run by taking the gradient of the



straight line plot of X versus inverse spacing. The charac
teristic speed, or XQ, is a measure of the strength of the 
response. Their results indicate that the inverse spacing 
relationship is a good model for describing the way one car 
follows another under normal traffic conditions.

Herman and GardeIs (1963) recorded the flow through 
the Holland Tunnel by means of photocells. The sample was 
composed of about 24,000 vehicles taken over a ten day 
period at different times and under a variety of conditions. 
The object of the experiment was to determine flow, concen
tration and speed of the vehicles. The data indicated that 
the characteristic speed, that is, the speed which produced 
maximum flow, was 19 miles per hour. The predicated charac
teristic speed, using the inverse spacing car following 
model, was 18.2 miles per hour. "The results predicted by 
car-following theory closely approximated the character
istics derived from the traffic measurements in the tunnel."

Japanese Experiments
Kometani and Saskai (1961) conducted car-following

experiments in Kyoto City, Japan, to determine coefficients
of proposed equations. Starting with what they called the
"fundamental equation of traffic dynamics"
(4.5) X (t+T) = f(X (t)-X ..(t),X (t))n*r i n n*r i n
for small differences in speed they suggested
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(4.6) X (t)-X _(t) = OkX (t)+BX (t+T)+6.n n*hl n n+l
When speed varied greatly they proposed

•2 *2(4.7) = aXn(t)-»-pXn+1( t+T)+YXn^1(t+T)+6 .

They felt this was reasonable because breaking distance is 
related to the square of the speed.

To get data for lower speeds they conducted experi
ments on the city streets from 10 to 45 kilometers per hour 
(6.2 to 28 mph). The cars were filmed from the top of a 
building to determine intervehicle spacing, positions and 
speeds. The driver of the following car was instructed to 
follow the lead car at a minimum safe distance. Twenty-two 
runs were made on the 200 meter test street. The driver of 
the lead car followed prearranged instructions regarding the 
time and amount of acceleration and deceleration treatments. 
They assumed values for T and computed the coefficients for 
equation (4.7) by the method of least-squares. Then they 
measured the goodness of fit of these equations and chose 
that value of T which produced the best fit. This value of 
T was 0.5 seconds. From past experimentation they felt they 
were justified in choosing a to equal -p. Their experiment 
gave a very small value of p so they assumed it was zero. 
Their equation was then
(4.8) Xn(t)~Xn+l(t) = 0Xn+1(t+T)+6.
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The dimensions of T and p are seconds and of 6, meters. 
Differentiating equation (4.8) with respect to t we have

(4.9) ‘W t+T) “

which is the same as that proposed by Chandler et a_l. (1958) 
with X replaced by 1/p.

To check their equation at higher speeds they con
ducted experiments from 40 to 80 kilometers per hour 
(25 to 49 mph) on a test track. The cars were not the same 
ones used for the street experiment. Car speeds were 
measured by fifth wheels and recorded on oscillograph 
recorders. The recording equipment was synchronized 
verbally using 2-way radios. No distance measurements were 
made TSecause of lack of suitable equipment. Therefore, they 
could not estimate all the coefficients. Reaction times 
were small because, "the driver of the following car was 
nervously conscious of the experiment."

Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory Experiments
Braunstein, Laughery and Siegfried (1963), at the 

Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, used a digital computer to 
simulate driver behavior during car-following. As a 
preliminary study they conducted car-following experiments 
to serve as the basis for a description of the driver's 
behavior in the car-following task. They were interested in 
determining the time required for a driver to detect
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v@l@eity ehanges in ear®f©llowing' situations,, The experi
ment, or what they called a controlled observation$ was 
conducted dh the Bew York State Thruway, which is a four 
lane3 divideds limited access highway0

A hKcycle fifth wheel connected.to a tachometer- . 
generator was used to measure following ear velocity* The. 
accelerator.displacement'was measured by'a potentiometer. 
Velocity and displacement'1 ihfdrtoation we're presented to the 
driver -on woltmeter ■ displays-, ' The lead ear and the velocity 
and displacement meters of' the following ear were photo
graphed by’a motion picture eamera in the following .car, 
Intervehlcle spacing was determined by measuring the photo
graphic • image of two vertical'poles and a crossbar mounted 
©n the lead vehicle. Three Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory 
technicians served as 'subjects 9' or drivers9 of the following 
ear. Each subject drove the 'test car approximately six 
miles' before entering the thruway. The subjects were told 
to follow the lead car at a '’’safe and eomfortable distance,89 
The subjects drove for' teh'"miles before any measurements ■ 
were * taken",' - Then 9 for the' following eight miles, .accelerator 
position, following ear velocity "and the lead ear were 
photographed. The subject was. to'report verbally any ' . 
ehanges he detected in lead car "velocity,' int'ervehiele spac
ing and relative velocity, ' In'"addition, the subject was to
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report any'change in accelerator pedal$ use of brakes, and 
speed of his vehicle and any other information he considered' 
pertinentg The verbal reports were produced for thirty

Data for one subject was not analyzed because his 
spacing was such that it allowed .cars- to cut in and out 
between the test ears. The investigators also collected

similar'to'-the test runs. The comments from the more verbal 
one were used to supplement the data from the two test runs,
• The study showed that there was.an increase' in-"

following distance with velocity. The speed of the 
following ear was in the neighborhood of 60 miles per hour 
and the intervehiele spacing was in the vicinity of 300 feet. 

The- Cornell model used the threshold for the detee-” 
tion of lead -car velocity changes as a function of aee@l@ra<= 
tion and initial intervehiele' spacing, ..Braunstein, Laughery 
and Siegfried conducted experiments to determine the threshold 
o£ velocity differences. The dimensions of interest were

of visual angle per second. The experiment invest!”

of change ■ on"the detection'Of. the change in speed-of the lead 
-ear. The lead ear contained the same type of instrumentation 
to measure' speed and aeeOleratbr pos
ear in the prior experiment. However, in this experiment a
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motion picture camera mounted in the lead ear photographed. 
the following car. Both ears were equipped with 2-way 
radios,. The auditory signal used for intervehicle communi
cation and motion picture frame pulse$ along with the lead 
ear velocity and accelerator positions was recorded on an 
oscillograph recorder in the lead ear,

.Mine' Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory employees were 
used as subjectsa The subject undergoing the test was 
seated in 'the right front seat of the following ear and. held 
a. 811push. to* talk98 type radio set,': He was instructed to watch
for changes in, lead car velocity, . The. subject was warned of 
an impending change in velocity by hearing the word "ready86 
over the radio. When he observed a velocity change he 
depressed the 86push-to-talk96 button on his radio and said8 
89Plugjg99; t© indieate a-positive change in velocity and,
"Minus,99 for a .velocity decrease. Each subject was given ' 
twenty practice trailsj. If the last four of his responses 
were incorrectg ten additional practice trials were eon- 
ducted,. If the. last, four of these responses were incorrect,. , 
ten more practice runs were added,.. The practice runs were 
.conducted at .two hundred feet for half the subjects and at 
three hundred feet for the remainder, -

Two'‘levels of rate, of velocity change and two 
initial'.intervehlele separations were studied. The levels 
of rate, of velocity change were classified as., high and low 
.acceleration.,' and high and ' low deceleration. High
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accelerations were produced by pressing the gas pedal to the' 
-'floor. Low decelerations were produced by pushing the 
accelerator pedal until the accelerator position indicator 
moved to a. marked position which was about halfway between 
the' f iftŷ Eiv'e ’miles per hour position and the fully depress-
@d. accelerator position. For high decelerations the gas
‘pedal was■completely released. Low decelerations were pro* 
dueed by releasing the pedal until the accelerator'indicator 
was halfway between the fifty-five miles per hour and the no 
pedal depression markings.

Trials were run consecutively at 300 feet, 200 feet, 
200 feet and 300 feet for half the subjects and at 200 feet, 
300 feet, 300 feet and 200 feet for the remainder. The 
driver of the following ear tried to maintain the specified 
distances by using roadside reflector posts as guides, Tbe 
reflector posts were 132 feet apart. When the lead ear-was
at the base speed of 55 miles per hour' the ,lready” signal
was given t© the subject and the camera was placed in 
.operation. After a predetermined random time of from two to 
seven seconds the lead .ear accelerated according to a prede
termined acceleration treatment procedure. When the subject 
. .indicated his response to a velocity change the trial was 
.teminiated. The camera was shut off and the lead .ear 
returned to the base speed.
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were considered high, and decelerations greater than 1.12 
feet per second squared were considered high. Distances of 
less than 210 feet were considered near and the rest were 
considered far.

The responses of one' subject were not analyzed 
because the investigators did not believe he understood the 
test instructions. . Means and standard deviations were 
computed for distance change's, velocity changes, detection 
time, accelerations, initial distances and initial lead ear 
velocity. Detection times Varied .from.4.7 to 5.9 seconds 
for acceleration and from 5.2 to 6.6 seconds for deeelera-

■ I

tion. They found that distance change, velocity change and
detection time tend to increase with initial distance.
Distance change and velocity change were greater for high
rate of velocity change while detection time was longer for
low rates of change-. • Analyses of variance showed that the
effects of deceleration were significant for distance changes,
velocity changes and defection time. Initial distance was
not significant.- Separate analyses of variance were run for
acceleration and. showed tMt'Aneifher acceleration nor initial

\distance were significant when the analysis was run on dis
tance change. Initial distance, but not acceleration, 
significantly affected'defection time. For change in 
velocity, both acceleration and initial distance were 
significant.



The •data was reanalyzed-, -omitting trials where 
separation was between 175 and 225 feet. The only differ- 
:enee in the reanalysis was that the effect of acceleration

eluded that the subjects were responding to-acceleration or 
deceleration rather than velocity change.

Torf (1966) makes the major criticism and it will not be 
repeated here, -However, the experiment provided much use
ful information and was useful in the early work of this 
thesis,

if would take a person riding in a moving ear to detect a 
speed change in the ear directly ahead. He further wanted 
to know if he could use two-dimensional motion pictures to 
determine this time lag.

velocity, following car Velocity, infervehiele spacing and 
subject response.time were recorded, Intervehiele spacing 
of 80 feet was controlled visually by having the driver of 
.the following car frame target strips on the lead ear within 
stadia lines located on the windshield of the following ear, 
A eommerieal 81 Cruise Control83 (Sears Roebuck) was used to

on detection time was significant The investigators con-

Many aspects of'this study may be justly criticized

Torf (1966) was interested in determining how long

Road tests were conducted on the completed portion 
of.Interstate Highway 19 in Tucson, Arizona, Lead ear



maintain the constant base, speed of 50 miles per hour for 
the lead care . Two levels of acceleration were used and were 
classified as high and low accelerations High acceleration 
was produced"by depressing the accelerator pedal all the 
waya Low acceleration was produced by depressing it half 
way,, One level of deceleration was used and this was 
produced: by disengaging the 98Cruise . Control811 e After an 
acceleration ran was completed the driver of the lead ear 
removed his foot from the accelerator* The "Cruise 
Control1’,., which was still at the base speed setting, brought 
the ear back to the base speed after a time lag. After a 
deceleration run the driver of the lead ear brought his 
vehicle up to the base speed and again set the "Cruise 
Control."

In referring to the use of the "Cruise Control58 to 
maintain constant velocity, Torf stated,98... some variations 
occurred because of small grades in the road and differences 
in car responses81 Actually he understated the problems 
encountered in maintaining the base speed with the "Cruise 
Control98 0 .

Once the "Cruise Control98' was set the ear should 
have maintained the set speed.. However, when a change in 
grad® was encountered, the'lead ear sped up or slowed down. 
This allowed it to travel as. fast as 65 miles per hour and
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as slowly as 15 miles per houre When this happened it some™ 
times took a long time for the lead ear to return to base 
speed.

Lead and following ear velocities were measured by 
fifth wheel faehometer<=generator combinations attached to 
the rear bumper of each car. The velocities were.recorded 
on oscillograph recorders in each ear. Twelve University of 
Arizona graduate students' served as subjects. The subjects 
sat.in the right front seat of the following ear an'd were 
warned of an impending test, •Subjects were equipped with 
2®way radios and responded to an acceleration or decelera
tion of the lead ear by pressing the 39push to talk88 button 
on their radio set-. This transmitted a pulse which was 
received by a radio in the lead ear. The lead ear radio 
was connected to the oscillograph recorder so that the pulse 
was recorded almost as' soon as it- was transmitted. Motion 
pictures of the lead Car' were taken during the trials to 
determine intervehiel<§ spgt-e'ing and' to be used for laboratory 
simulation,; Pulses were recorded on the following ear 
oscillograph recorder when the camera was turned on and off.

The laboratory simulation was conducted by pro- 
jesting the road seen© on a screen from the rear. The 
subject was seated in front of the screen. When he detected 
an acceleration or deceleration he responded in the same way 
as in the road tests. The film sound tract contained pulses 
to identify accelerations and decelerations. The film for
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one day^s road tests was not available for laboratory 
testing beeause of what Torf called "poor photographic 
results08,, Therefore, with "the loss of data for 3 subjects, 
only nine subjects were used for laboratory testing and final 
analyaiSo -

Detection times were longer for deceleration than 
for acceleration in both road and laboratory tests* Means 
and standard .errors were given for.acceleration, base speed, 
initial distance between vehicles, road detection time and 
laboratory detection time/' Regression lines with confidence 
intervals were calculated for detection time versus acceler
ation and deceleration«, An analysis of variance showed that 
there was no significant difference between road testing and 
laboratory testing* It also demonstrated that- there was a 
significant difference between high and low acceleration 
treatments and between acceleration and deceleration*

Fox and Lehman (1965) are among numerous’investi™ 
gators who have used computers to simulate traffic situa
tions* They were interested in accident prevention in ear 
following situations and wrote a hbmputer simulation to 
study the problem* . Their concern was the transient behavior 
©f .their model, that is, its stability and the way it 
propagated distrubanees backwards in the platoon*



They assumed that at time, t, the nth car in a line
was at position X (t) and had a velocity % (t). Then n
response of the (n+l)th car after a time lag, T, depended 
upon the relative velocity of the nth and (n+1)th cars, the 
distance between them, the absolute velocity of the (n+l)th 
car and the "sensitivity", X, of the driver. The initial 
model was

(A. 10) X ,(„T) .

The value of X depended upon the sign of X (t)-X (t).n n+1
This model was not satisfactory since it allowed for a large 
number of rear end collisions during simulation. It was 
decided to included three cars in the model which then became

(4.11)
where W^, > 0 and - 1. Computer runs with this
model were much more satisfactory than those with the 
original model. Typical values of and were 0.75 and 
0.25 respectively.

Fox and Lehman, among others, claim that perception 
of relative velocity depends on the rate of change of the 
visual angle. If the object is D feet distant and the 
object size is S feet, then
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and for small angles where tan 6/2 « 6/2 we have
(4.13) or S w D6

(4.14) and 9 « §

(4.15) 9 = -28
D

Whenever 6 is greater than some threshold value, relative 
velocity is detected. They suggested that if the rate of 
change of the visual angle is greater than threshold, a 
person would drive according to equation (4.11). Otherwise, 
he would drive according to a "distance detection mode".
Then the equation is (Fox and Lehman, 1965):
(4.16) preferred spacing = 20 + constant X velocity.

Results indicated that platoon length was very impor
tant as far as stability was concerned. The model was much 
more sensitive to reaction time than to any other parameter.

Other Relevant Investigations
Forbes et aJL. (1958) were interested in determining 

the effects of grade, curve and illumination on drivers in 
tunnels. To investigate these parameters they conducted 
car-following experiments using three cars where the third 
car was considered to be the following car. Experiments 
were first conducted in Pittsburg and were then performed in 
New York City tunnels. Drivers on the second and third card 
drove as if they were in heavy peak traffic. Acceleration 
and deceleration occurred without warning. Photographic
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equipment in the third ear recorded time, speed, spacing 
and'driver reaction„ They concluded that the driver of 
the third ear responded to the second ear•ahead of him,

Olsen, Maehsler and Bauer (1961) thought since there 
were a great number ©f /high-speed rear end collisions, 
drivers were not estimating relative velocities accurately* 
Subjects who were observers were tested to see if they could 
detect direction and rat© of change of the distance between 
two cars» They used two gaps, 0,1 and 0*2 of a mile long, 
and three rates of change* The following ear maintained 40 
miles per hour and the lead ear varied- its speed within the 
range of 10 to 70 miles per hour*

The results showed that the subjects could accurately 
estimate speed difference, whether the gap was opening or 
closing* The accuracies of their judgements increased as 
the distance decreased* Judgements were more accurate when 
the. gap was closing than when opening. Finally, the subjects 
tended to underestimate the differences in speeds*.

Bierley (1963) thought a driver would improve his 
performance if he were given spacing information* H@ con
ducted ear-following experiments at the General Motors 
Technical Center Test Track using the General-Motors Car- 
Follower- to test his theory. The base speed of the lead ear 
was 45 miles per hour, -Spacing varied up to 160 feet for
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the first experiments6 The drivers were to maintain constant 
spacing wing a spacing display mounted on the left-side 
front hood of the following ear*

Another experiment was conducted using a velocity 
aided spacing display where spacing was algebraically added 
to relative speed* The spacing was the same as in the 
previous experiment,. Bier ley hoped that the reaction time 
to changes in spacing would deerease$ and. that the.maximum 
spacing change and the variability of the change would be 
reduced. To test this hypothesiss trails were run without 
displays.

Analysis of variance showed that there was no signi- 
fieiant difference in reaction times between a driver with a 
display and one without a display for acceleration and 
.decelerationo There was no significant difference between, 
acceleration and deceleration. There was no significant 
difference in the average maximum spacing change for display 
against no display. experiments, There was$ howevera 
decrease in average spacing error and a reduction in spacing 
variabilityo. Driver performance was significantly improved 
with the velocity aided spacing display. There was a 
greater reduction in average spacing error variance$ a 
decrease in maximum spacing change and a reduced driver 
reaction time.



CoHgaeats
The experiments described in this section are 

fairly typical of the work carried on to date. Although 
some of the experiments may seem unrealistic and inaccurate9 
they do . demonstrate I the 'importance of a multidisciplined$ 
or.systems, approach to a unified theory of traffic flow.
In addition9their inclusion points out what troubles to 
expect in this area of study. Most importantly$ however9 
the experiments are useful in testing theory and in pointing 
the way towards future research. Much of the work, mentioned 
in this chapter has served as background material in pro
viding ideas for the author9 s experiment,



CHAPTER V 
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

Torf (1966) designed and constructed'a car^following 
package with the expressed intention.of using it to 
determine time lags to detect lead ear velocity changes* He 
further intended.to determine if the latencies -could be 
measured in a laboratory in which he used motion pictures* 
His experimentation bore fruit in that the road tests were 
significant and that he had insufficient evidence to reject 
the null hypothesis that there was no difference'between the 
road and laboratory tests* Torf conducted tests both for 
acceleration and deceleration* Regression lines were com™ 
puted for the road tests9 but not for the' laboratory tests* 

The highway /Experiment' utilized observers in an 
automobile$ rather than drivers$ as subjects* In addition$ . 
the subjects were warned of an impending velocity change* 
This type of testing was aimed at reducing the number of 
erroneous responses* The laboratory subjects were these 
same observers* This provided a fair basis for comparison ' 
between the road and laboratory tests.

When a driver is on the highway he usually has no 
warning of maneuvers by other ears. In ear"-following 
situations he is concerned with maintaining constant inter- 
vehicle spacing along with other (tasksj, A surprise-
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aeeeleration should take more time to detect when the 
subject is the driver9 than if he is a passenger, since 
attention and decision times are shared9 However, in Torf9s 
tests the subject was merely a passenger and, therefore, had 
no other tasks except watching the ear ahead* As a eons©-” 
quenee, his detection time was short and -depended basically 
upon acceleration, relative velocity of the two cars and 
intervehiele spacing*

, While observer detection time may,be of Interest in 
a psychological study, it is of little importance in the 
area of traffic dynamics* What is important, however, is 
the detection time of the driver* This is one of the 
factors that affects the stability of the traffic stream 
(Chandler et al, 1958)* The object of this thesis is to 
estimate the time it takes the driver to detect a change in 
lead car velocity*

The rest of this chapter considers the mathematical 
model, the experimental design which includes the statis
tical model, the instrumentation, and experimental procedure 
used in, setting up an' experiment to accomplish the thesis 
•objective *



Mathematical Model
The generalized inverse spacing car-following law 

proposed by Gazis, Herman and Rothery (1961) is

(5.D x
n+1 (X. (t)-x_^,(t))Pn n+i

For m =s 1 and p = 2, equation (5.1) becomes

(5.2) V
(Xn(t)-X„+l(t))

The time lag of the man-machine system is composed 
of three terms as is shown in equation (5.3)

(5.3) 1 ^ ti * t2 * t3"

Driver perception and decision time are lumped together to 
form t^, which is referred to as detection time. Driver 
reaction time is represented by t^ and vehicle response time 
by tg. This thesis is concerned with estimating t̂ .

Experimental Design
A car-following experiment was conducted to estimate 

detection time. The experiment was set up as a Latin square
design. The primary reason for using the Latin square was
to remove subject learning effects. Two treatments were 
considered. These were high and low acceleration. The 
physical limitations of experimental equipment prevented the 
application of more treatments. Time and other factors
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limited the number of subjeets tested to a maximum of four
per day. If four subjeets were tested per day. dally time
r ' - ;■constraints indicated that ©aeh treatment eould be applied 
to each subject ©ne®. ■ Prê esEperiinental testing indicated 
.that 3 .test runs eould be made on each individual. To 
offset any unforseen experimental set-up or test problems 
that would exceed the available tim@8 it was decided to 
expose each subject to 2 test runs.

Physical conditions indicate^ that the experiment 
should be designed-as a 2 X 2 -Latin square. Small squares 
provide only a few degrees of freedom for error estimation. 
The 2 X 2  square has a total of 3 degrees of freedom. 
Estimates of row9 column8 and treatment effects each use 
1 degree of freedom. In a 2 X 2 Latin square there are no 
degrees ©f freedom available for error estimation.. However9 
more than one square may be included in the same eqperiment. 
Then we have what is known as s9 2 X 2 Latin squares. When 
more than @ne square is used$ various interactions can be 
calculated. Some or all of the interactions can be pooled 
to form an error f term. A large number of 2 X 2 squares are 
required to provide a reasonable number of degrees of 
freedom for error estimation (Steel and Torrie, 1960).

Within a square the number of replicates equal the 
number of -treatments. The 2 X 2  Latin square allowed two 
treatments to be applied' to each of two subjects. Each row 
and each column of the square was a complete replication.



The population suudied was composed of graduate 
students in.the Systems Engineering Department of the 
University of Arizonaa The subjectss who were all males, 
ranged in age from 23 to 36 years of age. Most had been 
driving 10 or more years and had 20/20 corrected vision. 
Only one subject had been involved'in a major automobile . 
accident* Most subjects claimed that they had. not been 
involved In any minor accidents that were legally their 
faults* After reviewing the number of potential subjects, 
if was decided to use-16 of: the available 22, Each student 
was assigned a number. Then, 16 numbers (subjects) were 
chosen at random* The experiment, then, was made up.of 8, 
2 X 2  Latin squares.

The statistical model used to estimate detection
time was

Tij(kl) = u ^  + *(l) * (t*)(kl) * ®ij(kl)

<5e4) i» j* k = 1, 2 and 1 » l,,oe,8«
The contributors ■ to are as follows?-

16 u is the population mean*
2* r. is the contribution of the ith row (position).
3. Cj(l) th@ column (subject) within squares 

contribution«
4. ' t^.is the contribution of the. kth.'treatment.
5. "@zi\ is the contribution of the 1th square.
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6„ is the treatment by square contribution for

the kth treatment and 1th squarea 
7e error for the ith row,

jth column, kth treatment and 1th square*

The two treatments were high and low acceleration. 
Since there were to be eight squares with two subjects and 
two treatments per square, the experiment' provided thirty- . 
two data points. On© treatment was assigned to.the first 
row and column--of each square by the flip of. a coin* Onee 
■the treatment was selected for the first position of the 
square, all other positions were automatically assigned 
specific .treatments* Both treatments appeared in each row 
and each column. The-8, 2 X 2. Latin square design used is 
show in Table 5,1,

Torf (1966) conducted tests on Interstate Highway 19 
in Tucson, Arizona, He conducted experiments at a base 
speed of 40 miles per hour, which was the minimum speed on 
the highway. When he ran a deceleration test, the vehicles8 
speeds £@11|well below the legal limit. In addition, the 
vehicles were required to ©top to set up equipment and 
change subjects. Stopping on an interstate highway is pro
hibited except in. an emergency, Torf was given informal 
permission to use the highway by an "unidentified member of 
the Tucson police force. Later investigation showed that 
permission to stop on the.highway and to operate below



Table 5c10 8, 2 X 2  Latin Square Design

m low acceleration ag « high acceleration

Day 1

S1 S2 S3 S4

2 2

l2 a2 al
an ai

Day 2

*5 s6 s7 s8

2 a2 al al s2

Day 3

s9 s10 S11 s12
pi _ a2 al al a2
P2 al " a2 a2 a!

Day 4

s13 s14 s15 s16

P1 a2 al a2 al
P2 ai a2 al a2



minimum speed could be obtained only through the Arizona 
Highway Commission in Phoenix„ Arizona,, Permission might 
have been granted$ but only after the usual time and red 
tap© offered by a government-agency. Therefore8 Valencia'
Road in Pima County$ Arizona$ was chosen as-a test site for 
the experiment of this thesis. The portion of the road used 
was from the southwestern Tucson city limit$ west to a 
cattle guard right before the intersection of Mission Road. 
This stretch of Valencia Road is a level9 two lane8 black 
top surface highway. The shoulders on both sides are dirt 
and. large 'enough to provide a safe pull-off.

The end of the ©astern portion of the test area was 
used for attaching the fifth wheels to the ears9 making 
final checks on the equipment9 and briefing subjects. The 
test stretch was a little more than one mil© long. It took 
approximately 3 minutes to test ©aeh subject.

The lead car was a.1964 Pontiac station wagon and the 
following ear was a 1955 Ford station wagon. The Pontiac 
-was chosen as th© lead ear because it had better response 
characteristics than those of the Ford. In addition$ the 
Ford sometimes would emit a. :pu££ of exhaust smoke. It was 
'thought that subjects would respond to the exhaust cue 
rather than to the acceleration. Tests were conducted at 
25 miles per hour so that it would be easier to produce more 
uniform treatments of high and low acceleration.



The physical factors which might have influenced the
analysis were:

lo Acceleration of the lead e<
2S Subjects,
3, Intervehiel® spacing.
40 Base speed of the lead car
50 Speed of the following car
6a Driver of the lead ear.
70 Other ears on the road.
So Day of the week.

' 9, Highway condition.
10 o Highway environment,
11. Time of day.
12 o Weather,

Experiments were conducted

per dayj, taking a total time of within on® h©ur0 Valencia 
Road is bordered on both sides by farmland and brush. Road 
traffic was virtually absent when the tests were jrwr^ There



ears Pr©™-experimental testing showed that the speed ©f. the 
lead car-could be maintained fairly constantly, but that of 
the. following ear would haw more variability* Because of 
differences between drivers and differences within individual 
drivers, intervehicl© spacing would vary. There would also ■ 
be some variation due to different subjects and different 
days* Host significantly of all, however, the experiment 
was designed to have high and low accelerations, which would 
result in variations in. that area* Experimental sources of ' 
error were considered to be mainly due to instrumentation, 
automobile response and human variation*

After considering the factors pertinent to the 
experiment, it was-decided to record the following;

1* Lead ear velocity*'
2, Following ear velocity*
3* Intervehiele spacing at the beginning of a treatment* 
4* Driver response time (following, car)* :

The- lead ear contained equipment to record its speed 
and the response of the driver of the following ear to a 
change in lead ear speed* The following ear Contained 
equipment to, record its speed, 'driver response to a lead 'ear 
speed change, and intervehiele spacing* A modified version 
of Tdr£9s (1966) ear=>following package was used for measuring 
and recording these parameters*



Torf1s thesis contains a detailed description of his 
ear following package« The package is described here 
briefly for those who are not familiar with it. If this 
description prompts a researcher to feel that the package 
might be-useful, he is referred to Zdr£9s original wrk.

Lead and following ear velocities were measured by 
bicycle fifth wheel tachometer =»gen©rator combinationse 
Velocities'and subject response times were'recorded on j 
oscillograph recorders, 'Intervehicle spacing was recorded 
by a motion picture camera in the following ear. The lead 
ear contained a 2 channel Sanborn Model 322 oscillograph 
recorder and .the following ear contained a single channel 
Esterline-Angus Model 0-.29.1 recorder. Power for the recorders 
was supplied by-Sanborn Model 53 battery converters, : Each 
ear was equipped with a Midland Model 13-120 transceiver.
The radios were capable •■of-producing a tone in addition, to 
normal voice communications. The output of the lead ear 
radio was connected to channel 2 of the lead ear recorder.
The output of the taehometer-generator was connected to 
channel 1. The lead driver wore a headset bridged ©cross; 
the recorder input terminal. This allowed him to hear 
signals from the following ear. The observer in the follow
ing held his radio in his hand. The oscillograph record
er in the following ear was connected to the output of the
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one second tim© marker and an event marker6 The event mark
er wa® used in the following ear to indicate when the motion 
picture camera was turned on and off. At the same time it 
served as a means of synchronising the two oscillograph 
recorders0 The driver of the following ear stepped on a foot 
switch to initiate a marker pulse. The motion picture camera 
was mounted on an automotive camera mount ©n the right 'front 
@id@$ inside the car.

The modifications of T©rf9s instrumentation are as 
follows, A 35 mm Nikon F reflex camera replaced the motion 
picture camera, Panatomic X film was used so that distinct 
enlarged images could be produced for distance estimation,
No marker pulses.were used to identify film frames. The 
camera frame .counter was used for frame identification. The 
motion picture camera was not used5, mainly, because of the 
large footage,of film that would have been necessary for 
teste conducted without warning. Oscillograph recorders 
were synchronised when the subject responded. Because it 
would have been too difficult t© drive and hold a radio at 
the same time9 the subject was provided with a remote "push- 
to-talk." button. This thumb button ̂ connected by a five 
foot length of wire„ was placed in the radio circuit to 
allow the.radio to be worked by remote control. This 
required that the radio have its "push-to-taIk" button . -
depressed throughout the experiment by means ©f a clamp.
Also connected to the remote control thumb»button was a wire
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lead which #afs" attached to the remote marker terminal of the 
following ear oscillograph* Wien the thumb button' was 
depressed the subject9® response was registered on both 
recorders* This allowed for a more accurate way of synchro™ 
nislng the. recorders*

Torf used a commercial 88Cruise Control88 to maintain 
constant base speed* He sett a constant1spacing at the start 
of each test by framing target strips on the lead ear within 
stadia lines on the windshield of the following car* . The 
"Cruise Control98 was not used in th© author8s experiment 
because he was not satisfied with its performance* Main
taining a particular spacing would have been' too difficult a 
task.for the driver of the following ear* He would have had 
t© concentrate on keeping the spacing and watch for .an 
acceleration ©£ the lead'car at the same time* Some inital 
thought was given to have the investigator$ who sat in the 
right front seat of the following ear9 tell the subject and 
signal the lead ear driver when the desired inital spacing 
was set* This would have .been equivalent to warning the' 
subject of an impending change in lead ear velocity* 
Therefore'̂  the idea of maintains constant spacing was 
dropped* If there were large differences'in spacing during 
the experiment8 the analysis of variance would still be 
valid and other relationships involving spacing-could be 
investigated by regression analysis*
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Experimental Procedure

The experimental equipment had to be installed in 
the test ears each day before the tests were ?rtm0 lmmedi=>'/ . 
ately prior to being tested9. each subject was given instruc
tions on how the test would b© conducteda Instructions to 
the subject9 set up and test procedures are given in'Appendix 
Ae

A general description of the test runs . is' given 
below« The lead ear travelled at 25 miles per. hour* The 
driver of the following ear kept what he considered to be a 
minimum safe distance behind the lead ear. After a pre
programmed random time the lead ear accelerated.. The 
acceleration treatment was predetermined to meet the 
requirements of the.statistical design. Immediately before 
accelerating, the lead driver electronically moved his rear ' 
window a small amount. The1 Window contained a target which 
was observed by 'the experimenter in the following ear. When 
he saw the target move, h© took a picture of the lead ear. 
Subjects were unaware of the target. They were told that 
the investigator would be taking pictures throughout the 
run. After the day8® tests were completed, the subjects 
were asked if they were given any cues that helped them 
detect the accelerations. All.subjects indicated that they 
were ..not aware of any imminent acceleration. No subject saw 
the target' on the lead ear move. It moved so imperceptibly 
that sometimes the, investigator was aware of its movement



only because he knew it was going to move* The subjects did 
not feel that the pictures taken during the run were dis
tracting. Although the shutter mad© a noise when a picture 

' was takens the subjects said they were unaware of it.
When the subject detected the acceleration he pushed 

the thumb button to indicate his response and said$ "Mark.88 
A few,seconds after receiving the subject8s response4 the 
lead driver stopped accelerating. Then he brought his' ear 
slowly back to the base,speed of 25 miles per hour. Through
out the test the subject was attempting to keep the same 
distance behind the lead ear. When the lead driver reached 
the base speed and thought that the following driver was 
j maintaining a constant .'distances,he waited the prearranged 
random time and executed the next acceleration treatment.
This procedure was repeated until the test road had been 
traversed. Only the first two runs s however$ were used in 
the analysis.. After each subject completed the test he rode, 
in the lead ear. This was don© to prevent subjects from 
discussing' the test with those who had not yet been tested 
that day. .Subjects who were tested were requested not to 
discuss the experiment with subjects scheduled for testing 
on fufjure days. ' - •



CHAPTER Vi 
STATISTICAL'ANALYSIS

Tbe experimental data was/analyzed mainly by use of 
.computer programs supplied by the Numerical Analysis 
Laboratory ©f the University of Arizona. This chapter gives 
the results of the analysis $ while Chapter VII draws eon» 
elusions based on the.results of the analysis.

Detection times were analysed by an analysis of 
variance$ as were acceleration treatments and intervehiele 
spaelngs. A regression line with confidence limits was com
puted for detection time versus acceleration.

The experiment was designed and conducted so as to 
have 8$ 2 X 2 Latin squares. Immediately after testing$ 
each subject was asked his feelings about the test and if 
there was.anything he'could think of which would invalidate 
the data. Most subjects had nothing to say which was pet- 
tinent to the analysis. However$ one subject stated that he 
was not sure when the low acceleration occurred. After a 
time he finally decided that an acceleration was taking 
place. The test results showed that this subject had a 
detection time for low acceleration which was much greater 
than corresponding times for other subjects. Based upon the 
subject9s 'febmments and the appearance of the data, the 
investigator assumed that his detection time for low
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acceleration was not valid because he did not follow 
instructions,. Therefore9 the entire square in which he was 
a subject was not included in the analysis* This reduced 
the sis® ©f the experiment•to 7, 2 X 2 Latin squares*

Experimental data.is shown in Appendix Be Means and 
standard deviations of the experimental data are given in 
Table 6.1. .

Analysis of Variance -
.. The basic analysis of variance computations were 

handled'by a computer program (Weldon, 1965)s Various parts 
of the output were combined manually to comply with the 
experimental' design. The complete analysis of variance 
table for. detection time with numerical entries^is shown in 
Table 6,2, The treatment by square effects were not signi«» 
fleant, so the treatment by square and error sums of squares 
were combined to form a pooled error sum of squares. The 
analysis of variance with the pooled error term.is shown in 
Table 6,3,

The analysis of variance showed that the treatment" 
effects were signifleant at the 0,001 level. There was a 
difference, which/tes,significant at'the.0.05 level, between 
the observers8 first and second responses. There was a 
difference, which was significant at the 0,1 level, between 
subjects within squares.



Treatment

High
Acceleration

Table 6.1
Means and Standard Deviations of Experiments1 Data

Acceleration 
(ft./sec.)

1.8

3.8

Base Speed 
(MPH)

SB' M SB

Following 
Car Speed 
(MPH)

M SD M SB

Detection
Time

M SB

0.6 25.5 1.7 25.5 2.1 56.5 9.9 3.0 1.0

0.8 24.7 1.9 24.5 2.0 49.9 10.3 1.7* 0.3

O'O'
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Table 6,2
Analysis of Variance Table for Detection Times

Source DF SS MS

Rows 1 2.09 2.09
Columns within Squares • 7 5.70 0.81
Squares 6 1.23 0,21
Treatments 1 12.83 12.83
Treatment by Square 6 1.02 0.17
Error 6 2.93 0.49

Total 27 25.80
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Tsbl,© 6„ 3
Analysis of Variance Table for Detection Times 

(Pooled Error Term)

Sour® DF SS MS F

Rows 1 2.09 2.09 6.33#*
Columns within Squares 7 5.70 0.81 2.45*
Squares 6 1.23 0.21 <r
Treatments 1 12.83 1121,83 38.88***
Error 12 3.95 0.33

Total 27 25.80 •

* Significant at the Gel level»
** Significant at the 0a05 level0

Significant at the 0*001 level*
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A separate analysis of variance showed that the 

applied treatments were different at the 0,001 level of 
.significance. Differences between squares were significant 
at the 0,1 level.

Table 6,1 and Appendix B demonstrate- difference 
between average spacing for low and high accelerations. 
Average spacing for high acceleration was approximately 50 
feet 9 while average spacing for low acceleration-, was approx
imately 57 feet. Both standard deviations were approximately 
10 feet, A test ©f means showed that the difference in 
spacing for the two'treatments was not significant at the 
0,05 level,

A sample regression equation was computed for. 
detection time9 Ts on acceleration$ a. Figure'6,1 shows the 
plotted data points$ the regression line$ and 95 per cent 
confidence limits. The equation of the line was
(6.1) T = -0.5a + 3,8
where T is in seconds and a is in feet per second square.

The standard error .of the estimate was 0,73,
Ninety-five per cent confidence limits for the regression

I"'-constant were 3,1 and 4,5, Ninety-five per cent confidence 
limits for the slope of the regression line were -0,74 and 
-0,26, Both the regression constant and slope were 
significant at the 0,001 level. The correlation coefficient
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of =0*68 was signifleant at the 0*001 level. Ninety-five 

eeht Confidence limits for the correlation eoeffieent 
were =0,84 and -0,41, ■ . .

A nymber of regression analyses were tried for 
detection time on various functions of.spacing and 
acceleration9 and spacing. Although it appeared that for. 
low acceleration$ detection time increased with spacing* no 
significant results were obtained. For the.ranges of 
spacing and acceleration in this experiment9 high 
acceleration appeared to•result in the same detection time 
regardless of the spacing, 1
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CHAPTER VII 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The experiment showed that the drivers studied 
exhibited an increasing detection time for.decreasing 
acceleration. The regression analysis indicated, 'that for1 
the range of values included in this experiment, detection 
time was a linear function of acceleration, ■ The analysis 
of variance showed that seventy«=nine per cent of the 
variance was due to treatment effects, thirteen per cent 
to learning effects, five per cent to subject differences, 
one per cent to-squares and two per cent to error. It 
should be pointed out that since the statistical model did 
not take the varying spacing into account it shows up in 
:th@ error term. Then the assumption of homoscedastieity 
of the residual random variables might be questioned.

The average detection time for the author8s experi^ 
menf was 2,3 seconds. This is in close agreement'.with the . 
observer detection time of 2,1 seconds reported by Torf 
(1966), Torf reported the regression equation 
(7,1) T - ®0e5a f 3,5
for acceleration. The author8s 95 per cent confidence 
limits for the regression coefficient and constant include. 
the values for Torf8s coefficients' and constant. Therefore, 
there is insufficient evidence to reject the' null hypothesis
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that the two equations are the same. However9 T"dr;f8 s 
equation is not as good for predicting expected values of 
detection time as the author9ss To improve his results,
Torf transformed his original data. He connected the two 
observations for each subject and projected this.line to the 
mean.acceleration. The value of the■ordinate determined by 
the intersection of the projected line and mean acceleration
was subtracted from the subj@et9s original detection times.
This procedure was carried out in order to eliminate indi*-- 
vidual differences. Regression analysis then gave.him•|
(7.2) T t -0.8a '+ 1.7.
It. also increased his correlation coefficient from =>0.5 to 
”0.9.

For comparison with Torf3s equation the author per
formed the same transformation on his data. The resulting 
regression equation was
(7.3) T = -0.8a + 2.6.
The 95 per cent confidence limits for the regression 
constant and coefficient included Torf8s constant and 
coefficient. Again, there is insufficient evidence to 
reject the null hypothesis that the' two equations are the
same. ; However, this transformation! only changed the<
author8s correlation coefficient from -0.68 t©>0.,09.' This 
was probably caused by the spacing variation in the experi
ment, whereas Torf8s spacing was fairly constant. Although
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the author.is not convinced that he and Torf determined the 
same regression line, he is encouraged to see such close 
agreement, ■ .

Driver detection time is the major part of the over
all driver-vehiele response time. Once an accurate estimate 
of driver detection time is made, it can be added to driver 
reaction time, Bierl'ey (1965), referring to WADC Technical 
Report 57«=582$ “Man Machine Dynamics" (1957) , states that 
for.acceleration, driver reaction time is approximately 
0o5 seconds, ' Driver detection and reaction times.can then 
be added to response time of a specific vehicle, be it ear, 
truck, or bus. The sum of all these is called driver- 
vehicle response time.

In searching the literature, the author has not 
found any description of experiments which attempted to 
estimate driver detection time by road testing. To the best 
of the author9s knowledge this is an original study, 
Braunstein 'et al, (1963)' conducted ear ̂following experiments 
where the driver of the following car was asked to report 
verbally any changes he detected in lead ear velocity, 
intervehicle distance or relative velocity. He was also 
asked to .explain any’ change in his use of the accelerator, 
brake or velocity of his ear. The aim of the experiment was 
to formulate a model of the driving task and not to estimate 
detection time, . They later conducted an 'experiment to 
determine thresholds for the detection by an observer of a
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ehang© in the speed of the lead ear. They found that 
detection times for acceleration were in the neighborhood of 
5 seconds. These high values were probably due to their 
accelerations which were near 1 foot per second square and 
their spacing® which were from 162 to 255 feet.

Other investigators have reported' driver=-vehicle 
response times, , A common way of determining the driver«= 
vehicle response time is to calculate the correlation 
coefficient9 at different values of response tim@$ for the 
correlation 'between the acceleration of the following ear 
and the right hand side of the particular ear-following 
equation usedi, The value of response time which produces 
the maximum correlation is then chosen. Using this method 
Chandler et al, ■ (1958) reported average driver«»v©hiele 
response time as 1,55 seconds, Herman'and Potts (1961) 
reported- a time lag of 1,6 seconds using the maximum 
correlation coefficient method,

Kpmetani and Sasaki (1961) varied driv@r<=vehiel@- 
response time until their equation gave the best fit to their 
data. The highest goodness of fit resulted when the response 
time was 0,5 seconds for low speed tests. Experiments at 
higher speeds gave response time's of 0,75 seconds. They 
stated that response .times were low because the driver of 
the following ear was9 85nervously conscious of the experi^ 
ment," They planned to conduct more experiments to get 
better estimates of response time, '
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The driver-vehicleiresponse times mentioned above 

were lower than the driver detection times found in this 
experimentOne would think that just the reverse would be 
true0 However * the cars used In the .reported United States 
experiments were new, powerful ears which allowed them to• 
have, rapid response times.. In'addition, many of the 
accelerations were probably higher than those in the 
author8s experiment. Complete experimental data does not 
appear in the literature. The smaller values of driver- 
vehicle response time were recorded in tunnels. It seems 
reasonable that small values would be observed in such 
situations. If the"assumption is made that the reported 
driver-vehicle response times near 1,6 seconds were for 
.accelerations higher than in the author8s experiment, then 
the results of this thesis are in agreement with previous ' 
experimentation. The author makes this assumption.

Throughout the history of the modem highway, 
traffic engineers have been mainly concerned with maximizing 
flow over a traffic network, whether it be in existence or In 
the design stage. Not too many years ago the emphasis on 
traffic safety became increasingly greater. Gar-following 
theory has been used to study both these problems. The 
equations of state derived from car-following equations are 
used to study the flow of the traffic stream and do not 
contain the driver-vehiele lag time. Rear-end and chain



collisions are commonly studied by investigating the 
stability of ear<=>£©!lowing equations,, The stability of a 
line of traffic is being studied by digital computer 
simulation at Newark College of Engineering (Fox and Lehman 
1965)0 The success of their work has yet to be demonstrated 
in an actual, situation® .At different times the lead ear 
accelerates at different rates® A regression line similar 
to that reported in this thesis could be used to predict 
expected values of detection times for particular values 
of acceleration® These detection times could be added to 
the driver®vehicle reaction times to provide a fairly 
accurate estimate of driver“Vehicle response time® This 
would allow someone studying stability of a traffic stream 
to incorporate different classes of vehicles in his model® 
The response time could be in the form of a function for 
inclusion in a computer program®

It should be noted that driver detection measured 
by this experiment also included the time it took a subject 
to push t W  thumb button to indicate that he had detected 
the acceleration® A group of individuals, some of which 
served as subjects for the author8s experiment, were tested 
to determine these.reaction times® The subjects were found 
to have reaction times of 0®2 seconds® This value was not 
•subtracted from the test data®



CHAPTER VIII 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY

. The results of this thesis clearly point the way 
toward future investigation.. The author9® experiment was 
conducted at a base speed of 25'miles per hour, ' Torf (1966) 
conducted his experiment at a base speed near 40 miles per 
hour. Since detection time is probably a function of the 
speed of the vehicless future testing is.suggested at,a 
number of base speedy three of which might be 35$ 50 and 
60 miles per hour,

A study could be initiated to investigate how 
detection time varies with spacing. This could be a 
separate investigation ©r part of a more complex one, which 
would study the effects of acceleration, spacing and 
absolute velocity of the 'following ear, on detection time. 
Eventually this should be stddied using a 3 car platoon, 
because the following' ear driver is also influenced by the 
second ear ahead of him.

Before any extensive road testing is carried out 
three things.should be done. First, two new test ears should 
be purchased'. The basic .car-following equipment should be 
gemi==p@rm@n@ntly installed in them to save timd when setting
up experiments. Secondly, a method which would provide a

i •
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continuous record of inter^ehicle spacing., along with simple 
implementation'and ©valuation, should be developed* Third, 
the experiment described in this thesis should be repeated 
for deceleration*

On® area of particular promise would involve taking 
a large, number of observations on a few individuals* This 
would decrease learning effects and tend to eliminate, 
individual differences* A study of this nature might 
eventually lead to the establishment of functional relation
ships among the parameter's' investigated*

More investigatioh's could be conducted on how the 
human eye detects accelerationa Torf hypothesized.that, 
’’Detection time'for perception of a ’ positive ; velocity change 
is less than that for a'negative velocity change in sagittal 
motion*81 He presented a good account of the physical- 
physiological dynamics which led him to propose this 
hypothe.sise. While searching the literature for this; thesis 
and during personal conversation with Torf, the author 
developed an interest in his hypothesis. The whole basis of 
the hypothesis is that peripheral displacement thresholds 
for rat® of object: distance change are higher than foveal 
thresholds. In addition, high rates of change have low . 
displacement thresholds and the thresholds increase as the 
rate decreases (Graham, 1963), This area, would be worth 
investigating, especially if the thresholds were specified 
in t@m@ of time rate of change of visual angle.
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As a science* the theory of traffic flow is still in 

the formative stag@e Very little is known about the driver-* 
vehicle system, its interactions with other vehicles, the. 
traffic stream and other environmental factorse The 
possible areas for future investigation are to© many to 
enumerate. This leaves the field open for someone to pick 
his own area of interest.



App

la Install all equipmentg except the fifth wheels, at the

Calibrate the recorders.e

4e Pick up the subjects and 
56 Mount the fifth wheels„

the camera exposure and note the 
8* Send the subjects not undergoing testing to the rest 

Give the subject the test instruction
answ'dr any questions he might have*

10„ Start the oscillograph recorders at 5mm per second.

to be tested on your ability to detect 
in a- ear directly ahead of you. You will

2o I will b© riding with you and taking pictures throughout 
the test*

81
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3e You ar© to hold this switch, as I am showing you, while 

you are driving. When the thumb button is depressed, it 
will activate the transmitter, which will transmit a 
pulseo- The. pulse will be heard by the lead driver and 
will be registered on both recorders, Now, push .the 
thumb button to become familiar with it,

4, Upon receiving your signal the lead ear will move onto 
the highway. You will signal by pressing the thumb 
button and saying, ’’Mark,18 When the ear moves onto the 
road you are to follow,

50 Follow the lead ear at what you consider to be a minimum
safe distance, xTry to maintain the same spacing, but
not to the point where you are driving unnaturally. The 
most .important thing is to be as natural as possible,

6, ■Sometime after you move onto the highway the lead ear
will accelerate. When you detect an acceleration, 
depress the thumb button and say, "Mark,” Then release 
the button^

7, The lead ear will accelerate a number of times. Each 
time you detect, the acceleration, indicate that you have

• vdetected it by pressing the thumb button,'
8, Do you have any questions?
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la When the subject is ready to begin the test he transmits 
a signal to the lead driver6 ' '

2e When the lead driver hears the signal, he movds onto the
highway and sets his speed at 25 miles per hour,'

3e The subject sets his normal spacing behind the lead ear,
4e The lead driver watches the following ear in his rear 

view mirror. When he judges that th© .following driver 
is maintains a constant distance, he accelerates 
according to preprogrammed instructions,

5, Before accelerating, th® lead driver electronically 
moves his rear window a fraction of an'inch. The 
investigator in th© following ear watches a target on 
the lead ear rear window. When the target moves, the 
investigator activates th® camera shutter release,

6, When th© subject detects "th© speed^change he,depresses 
the thumb button and says, "Mark," He then tries to' 
maintain his original spacing, .

7, The lead driver continues to accelerate for a few 
Seconds after receiving the subjectes response. Then h® 
srlowî , returns to the base speed,

8Y Steps 4 through 7 are repeated according to prepro
grammed instructions until th© end of the test stretch V ■ 
is reached, ' -



APPENDIX B
EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Subjeet Acceleration Detection Time Spacing Lead Car Base Following Car
( F t * / S e e , (Seconds) • (Feet) Speed (MPH) Speed (MPH)

al. *2 tl x2 ' S1 s2 V1 v2 ‘ V1 v2
1 1.6 3.7 3.7 . 1.6 54.3 59.5 26.5 ' 23.9 27.1 24.5
2 ; 2.4 4.7 1.2 • 1.4 41.9 50.7 23.2 25.2 23.2 25.83 1.6 3.8 1.8 1.5 64.7 63.3 22.6 19.4 20.6 19.4
4 1.0 3,7 4.7 1.6 60.7 33.5 23.2 .21*9 24.5 21.95 2.7 4.4 2.8 1.5 50.7 46.8 27.1 25.8 28.4 25.86 2.0 4.7 2.8 ' 1.8 53.3 35.2 24.5 25.2 25.2 24.57 1.7 4.5 2.8 1.9 52.4 52.4 25.8 25.2 25.8 24.58 ' 1.7 4.4 3.3 2.0 45.3 33.5 27.7 25.8 28.4 25.8
.9 2.0 3.2 2.8 ' 0.9 . 75.7 60.7 25.2 26.5 24.5 27.110 3.0 4.0 3.2 1.9 75.7 45.3 25.8 25.8 GbeE»epcs> ca

11 1.2 3.4 3.2 2.2 56.2 63.3 24.5 24.5 24.5 23.912 1.5 1.7 2.6 1.7 52.4 54.3 27.1 25.8 25.8 25.2
13 1.5 3.2 2.6 1.8 50.7 49.1 26.5 26.5 27.1 26.514 1.0 3.8. 4.7 • 1.5 56.2 50.7 ' 27.1 24.5 26.5 23.9

ss spacing for treatment i ™ velocity for treatmmt i

.. * This information .was lost due to the diart paper jamming in the recorder.
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